
All prices are inclusive of 20% VAT. For your convenience, 
a discretionary service charge of 12.5% will be applied to your bill

COCKTAILS £8.90
ESPRESSOTINI  

Vodka, Kahlua and a shot of espresso

GRASSHOPPER                           

Crème de Menthe, Crème de Cacao and Cream

ANGEL’S DELIGHT                                      

Gin, Cointreau, Cream and Grenadine Syrup

MUD-SLIDE                                 

Vodka, Kahlua, Baileys and Cream

WINE
SAUTERNES CHATEAU DE LEVANT  £19.90
(BORDEAUX) 37.5CL 

Open fruity nose with botrytis and apricot 
notes twinned with honey flavours. 
Well balanced in the palate without being 
overwhelmed by richness. The length is 
characterised by a fruity and vanilla finish.

DESSERTS



All prices are inclusive of 20% VAT. For your convenience, 
a discretionary service charge of 12.5% will be applied to your bill

TRADITIONAL INDIAN 
DESSERTS

CHOCOLATE SAMOSA £6.90

Freshly made in-house; filo pastry filled 
with smooth milk chocolate. Served 
warm with a scoop of vanilla ice cream 

COCONUT SAMOSA £6.90

Freshly made in-house; filo pastry filled 
with sweet decadent coconut flakes and 
raisins. Served warm with a scoop of 
vanilla ice cream

GAJAR KA HALWA                                      £6.90

Freshly made in house;  A classic Indian pudding 
of grated carrots, cardamom and sweet spices

MALAI KULFI  £6.90

Home made traditional Indian ice cream

ICE CREAMS

GELATO ICE CREAMS £5.50

Premium creamed gelato ice cream

Vanilla, Strawberry, Chocolate, 
Caramelita or Pistachio

SORBETS  £5.50

Premium sorbets

Passion fruit & mango or Raspberry

CLASSIC DESSERTS

CHOCOLATE PROFITEROLES £5.50

Profiteroles drizzled with chocolate sauce

ZESTY LEMON CHEESECAKE £5.50

Smooth lemon cheesecake on a ginger 
biscuit crumb base



All prices are inclusive of 20% VAT. For your convenience, 
a discretionary service charge of 12.5% will be applied to your bill

COFFEES

ESPRESSO                             £2.10
An intense, strong shot of coffee

AMERICANO                                   £2.30
A mixture of espresso shots and hot water

CAPPUCCINO                                 £2.90
Espresso with steamed frothy milk and 
chocolate dusting

CAFFÉ LATTE                               £3.30
A shot of espresso with fresh steamed milk

CAFFÉ MOCHA                            £3.30
Espresso mixed with hot chocolate and 
steamed frothy milk

SHAMPAN HOT CHOCOLATE                £3.30
Shampan signature hot chocolate

FLOATER COFFEE                     £3.90
Coffee with a layer of floating cream

LIQUOR COFFEE                      £5.50
Coffee with a liquor of your choosing and a 
layer of floating cream

FLAVOURED SYRUPS 
MONIN SYRUPS                    £0.50
Choose to have a dash of flavoured syrup added 
to your coffee;  Almond, Amaretto, Caramel, 
Chocolate, Cinnamon, Hazelnut, Honey or Toffee Nut

TEAS

CHAI TEA                                     £3.50
Traditional Spiced Indian Tea

EARL GREY £2.90
Scented with bergamot flavours

ASSAM                                   £2.90
An invigorating amber coloured tea with a 
full-bodied taste

PEPPERMINT TEA                        £2.90
Tea with a cool aroma of peppermint

CHAMOMILE TEA £2.90
A soothing blend of fragrant flowers

FLOWERING JASMINE              £3.90
Glass of flowering scented tea


